
 

brandt_u

A few days ago an article in the Guardian stated that the covid jabs prevented heart attacks and blood

clots. Unbelievable!

 Posted On 03/14/2024

 

ICONOCLAST

Retraction Watch Inquisition .virusvaria.nl/.../de-inquisitie-van-retractionwatch  Also Steve Kirsch is

suing them for $250 million.kirschsubstack.com/p/were-suing-springer-nature-for-250m?r=b8n0h&u..

 Kary Mullis's comment about the journals "There's no old wise men up there". This is a funny story.

youtu.be/W1FXbxDrDrY
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Stephjask

Brandt_u - Here is an excerpt from another piece in the Guardian: "A German man who voluntarily

received 217 coronavirus jabs over 29 months showed “no signs” of having been infected with the

virus that causes Covid-19 and had not suffered from any vaccine-related side effects, according to a

study published in the medical journal Lancet Infectious Diseases." These despicable bastards in the

media and medical profession will go to any ridiculous lengths to propagandise and try to deceive us.
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ICONOCLAST

Stephjask The German pin cushion: open.substack.com/pub/anandamide/p/217-jabs-or-legal-

jousting?r=b8n0h&..
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rrealrose

This update of Kevin McKernan's assertion was pursued in Japan, the translation to English was

posted 5 days ago: "BREAKING: Integration of corona vaccine-contaminated DNA into the human cell

line genome" - - www.2ndsmartestguyintheworld.com/p/breaking-integration-of-corona-vacc..  - even

more unbelievable?
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wareagle82

"Yes I am aware that many of these authors are skeptical zealots when it comes to the dangers of

vaccines." Zealots, says the 'editor,' exempting himself from such a characterization. I'm in the words

business; he could have said 'skeptics' instead, as that would have been a far more accurate

representation. The use of 'zealots' is meant to delegitimize those involved, much like calling people you

don't like racists or fascists. The point is to frame their point of view as being out of bounds and not

worthy of consideration. Meanwhile, the harms keep occurring and we're supposed to pretend that it's due

to some mysterious reason no one can identify.
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PathNotes

Oopsie daisy!
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sue2613

Does anyone know what really caused the death of the 41 year old woman on the airplane as she came

back from the Caribbean? They are calling it natural causes. They say she died from a carotid artery

dissection in her neck. She was a hospital technician. She probably had to get the jab or lose her job.
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ame3843

Sue, I haven’t heard of this. They NEVER GOING TO PUT ANY BLAME ON THE JABS. It’s always the

same BS, denying denying & more denying!!!!  But it has happened to many pilots & �yers. My aunt has

been paralyzed from the waist down about 1& 1/2 years ago after her �ight to NY. She had to be

rushed to the hospital several times during her visit. A few Months later after she return home, her

husbands (my dad brother) DIED SUDDENLY of a massive heart attack. Again. He never had COVID &

both took the jabs!
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ame3843

I’m de�nitely NOT SURPRISE this study has been retracted. The disgraceful CDC are still denying the Truth

& factual studies. Yet, I do not see them having any conversation with these amazing studies that shows

they have poisoned the WORLD! I say it many times and I will repeat it here again. 8 of my family members

have DIED SUDDENLY AFTER TAKING THE JABS! All were healthy, in good health & NEVER HAD COVID

Before the jabs. I know of many other friends & friends families deaths & life threatening injuries after the

jabs. All my families didn’t have any life threatening sickness, it all started to OCCURRED AFTER THE

JABS.

Last year my mom brother died of cancer all over his body. It was a such a sad sad situation to be in to see

how he was suffering thru this. He had lumps on his body, the size of baseballs. It all happened so quickly.

We were so ba�ed as to how this can happen to a family that don’t have cancer in their family history. My

other cousin, a nurse in Canada, her Dr told her she has developed CERVICAL Cancer from the jabs. These

big pharMa are denying their poison causes cancer & now ALL THREE HAVE recently acquired cancer

treatment companies for BILLIONS OF DOLLARS All 3 have created an epidemic & NOW WILL PROFIT

FROM IT.

ABSOLUTELY DISGUSTING & DISTURBING There are NO KIND WORDS in my vocabulary to describe these

CRIMINALS/ KILLERS!!! For the ones who have been injured I feel so sad for them. We MUST NEVER USE

ANY TREATMENTS FROM THESE 3 KILLERS. They’re better & safer treatments out there that can cure

many. DO NOT GIVE THEM A PENNY. REFUSE & REJECT EVERYTHING THEY MAKE! Dr Gary Null have a lot

of articles & protocols. Dr Mercola have a lot of amazing articles & Many Dr he had interviewed. Dr David

Brownstein also have amazing books on health. We must follow & support them towards a healthier life
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bchristine

Where is the CENSORED LIBRARY Link? I always refer to it and save the articles (I am a member).
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Stephjask

Thanks ICONOCLAST, Yes, the despicable MS Media will broadcast any rubbish as long as it supports

their fellow criminals in Big Pharma. Explains why the BBC ran it too.
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juststeve

Fourteen times more deaths! Now, the other numbers, how many negative side effects, whether mild,

serious or extreme? Then, from all too be seen of what will be even more to come as much of this seems

to be time released, so to speak. The horrendous social impact of extreme and what are �nally being

admitted in testimonies many of them completely made up, bogus measures, masks, social distancing,

isolations, and so much more. And, like this ham-handed retraction, the successful driving of

psychological wedges already long in place is showing for those will �nally listen to witness many

sources, top dogs expressing out of both sides of their mouths Mea Culpas, yet at other times, nope yer

all-just wing nut anti-vaxxxer's, Safe and Effective, line up for more of the same.
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Guillermou

Yes, a great denunciation of reality. We can add: VAX DEATHS AND COVID DEATHS ACCORDING TO

LATEST RASMUSSEN REPORTS POLL, by Steve Kirsch. This is the most important poll they've ever

done. Mainstream media will NEVER commission a poll like this. NEVER. So when they say the poll

must be wrong, ask to see THEIR poll. Rasmussen comes out with the most important poll they've

ever done and the results are devastating. Go check it out now before it is banned and make sure to

post it to your social media. stevekirsch.substack.com/p/vax-deaths-covid-deaths-according?

utm_sourc..  (03/31/2023)
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rrealrose

Hi Steve, Gui, Tucker Carlson interviewed Dr. Pierre Kory yesterday, on this same topic: Medical Expert:

COVID Vax Killed More Americans Than Vietnam - - rumble.com/v4j39pi-medical-expert-covid-vax-

killed-more-americans-than..  - - abt 50 min. long. Dr Kory talks about what he's seen in clinical

practice, he gives a stark reminder of the harms and long-term injured as well. Tucker is fairly up to

speed with what's occurred too.
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NanaBarbg

I got COVID just before Christmas. I had received the �rst two and one booster shot and then after hearing

so much about the bad effects I said "No more" . The COVID has turned to long haul so I have been

studying ways to help. Our Dr gave me hig dose Ivermectin for two months plus had me take a large dose

of quercetin daily. Found this very interesting YouTube about long haul, those that have received the shot

and what is happening in the body. It is long but fascinating.  www.youtube.com/watch
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Zoltannovax

Thank you both, to Dr. Ladopo and Dr. Mercola! As a result of your willingness to present this research at

great professional and personal risk, we have at least two public health o�cials in this country willing to

expose the medical journal - pharmaceutical industrial complex. As has already been so meticulously

researched in other scienti�c reports that somehow didn’t get retracted, lipid nanoparticle complexes and

SV40 promoter/enhancer DNA have inherent immunogenicity. This introduces non-transcribed intragenic

spacers, like Cas1 and Cas2, into tandemly repeated ribosomal RNA, almost exactly what we’re seeing in

the deadly mRNA vaccine . In simple terms, this promotes dysregulated, eukaryotic cellular

transformation, oncogenesis, and cytotoxicity, the macroscopic effect of which are all the cardiac arrests

alluded to in the now retracted paper.
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